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In optical metrology the final experimental result is normally an image acquired with a CCD camera.
Owing to the sampling at the image, an interpolation is usually required. For determining the error in
the measured parameters with that image, knowledge of the uncertainty at the interpolation is essential.
We analyze how kriging, an estimator used in spatial statistics, can generate convolution kernels for
filtering noise in regularly sampled images. The convolution kernel obtained with kriging explicitly
depends on the spatial correlation and also on metrological conditions, such as the random fluctuations
of the measured quantity, and the resolution of the measuring devices. Kriging, in addition, allows us to
determine the uncertainty of the interpolation, and we have analyzed it in terms of the sampling
frequency and the random fluctuations of the image, comparing it with Nyquist criterion. By use of
kriging, it is possible to determine the optimum-required sampling frequency for a noisy image so that
the uncertainty at interpolation is below a threshold value. © 2005 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 040.1520, 100.2650, 100.2960, 110.4280, 120.3940.

1. Introduction

In optical metrology, normally the final experimental
result is an image. For example, in interferometry,
diffractometry, photoelasticity, and moiré deflectom-
etry, a fringe pattern is obtained, and it is usually
acquired with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.
The finite resolution of these devices, owing to both
the practical limitations of their construction and the
need to gather sufficient light, produces a sampling in
the image. When subpixel resolution is required, an
interpolation process must be performed. For that
goal, there exist numerous techniques such as linear
and polynomial interpolations, convolution kernels,
and splines.1 The convolution of the experimental
data with an interpolation kernel is one of the most
effective techniques because of its reliability and

short computing time, which is still a research
subject.2–4 The Whitakers–Kotel’nikov–Shannon
technique5 (WKS) has been a milestone in signal pro-
cessing, proposing the sinc function as convolutional
kernel. However, WKS requires a regular and infinite
sampling, and the signal needs to be band limited. As
a consequence of so restrictive conditions, the recon-
struction of the sampled signal is exact, and the un-
certainty proposed by WKS is 0 when the sampling
frequency is at least twice the highest frequency at
the image.

When one measures with a CCD camera, noise
appears,6 and WKS does not provide a good interpo-
lation because the estimation at the sampling loca-
tion is exactly the measured value, including noise.
Many efforts have been made to get other convolu-
tional kernels1,7–10 that allow noise filtering, such as
Gaussian and cubic B spline. A common property of
all these interpolation methods is that they do not
estimate the interpolation uncertainty. However,
when the image is used for optical metrology, the
error in the parameters measured with the image
needs to be calculated, and knowledge of this inter-
polation uncertainty is therefore crucial.

The standard technique for determining the un-
certainty of a quantity Q is to obtain a number of
measurements under the same conditions. The
most accurate prediction of Q is its arithmetic mean
(Q� ), and the uncertainty at the estimation is given
by
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�(Q� ) � �I2 �
s2(Q)

N �1�2

, (1)

where N is the number of measurements, s2�Q� is the
experimental variance, and I is the resolution of the
measuring device.11,12 This procedure of noise filter-
ing and uncertainty calculation is not normally used
in image processing because several images should be
acquired. In addition, it cannot be applied in real-
time applications, and the acquisition time and com-
puting resources increase considerably.

The convolutional methods use the data around the
location x at which interpolation is performed for fil-
tering noise. However, the spatial correlation should
be considered for this because, otherwise, data ob-
tained at different locations represent independent
processes. Other parameters that should be consid-
ered for the interpolator design are the random fluc-
tuations of the measured quantity and the resolution
of the measuring devices.

A technique to estimate a quantity with spatial
dependence and its uncertainty from the experimen-
tal data that explicitly considers the spatial correla-
tion is kriging,13,14 which is a family of best linear
unbiased estimators in the minimal squared sense.
Kriging is widely used in geostatistics and other ex-
perimental sciences such as geology, mining, biology,
and medicine, for which the available data values are
few, are irregularly distributed in space, and present
strong random fluctuations. Kriging has also been
applied to image processing.15,16 However, in its gen-
eral form, it requires the inversion of matrices with a
size equal to the number of data values (that for a
bidimensional CCD camera is around 105–106). Re-
cently kriging has aroused interest for image process-
ing because researchers have shown that, for
regularly sampled data, it can be solved with a con-
volution and consideration of the finite size of the
pixels.17 Therefore the computing time is consider-
ably reduced. In addition, kriging has been proven to
obtain better results than the adaptive Wiener filter
in image processing.18

In this paper we show that kriging is a valuable
technique in processing images, reducing noise, and
determining the interpolation uncertainty. In Section
2 we discuss how kriging can be adapted for its use in
image processing. In Section 3 we analyze the capa-
bilities of kriging for the uncertainty determination,
and we compare it with the well-known WKS method.
We show that the interpolation performed with krig-
ing presents a kind of Nyquist criterion: When the
sampling frequency is lower than twice the highest
frequency of the noiseless signal, the estimated un-
certainty is high; it decreases considerably when the
sampling frequency is greater. However, the transi-
tion zone between these two cases is continuous, and
the width of such a transition zone depends on the
noise. Although one can reduce the uncertainty cal-
culated with the kriging technique by increasing the
sampling frequency, it is never lower than the reso-
lution of the measuring devices. In Section 4 we apply

kriging to experimental two-dimensional (2D) images
obtained with the shadow moiré technique, and we
present a procedure to determine the optimum sam-
pling frequency so that the interpolation of the image
has an uncertainty lower than a threshold value that
is presented.

2. Kriging with Noisy Regularly Sampled Data

Kriging is a family of linear methods for the estima-
tion of physical quantities with spatial dependence
Z�x� �x � �D�—with D as the dimension—and its un-
certainty ��x� from N data Zi placed at xi, i
� 1, · · · , N, which are optimum in the squared min-
ima sense. The resolution of the measuring devices is
Ii, i � 1, · · · , N. In performing the interpolation,
kriging considers the spatial correlation of the quan-
tity by means of a variogram, which is defined as

2�(h) � E[(Zi � Zj)
2] �

1
N(h) �

i�1

N(h)

(Zi � Zj)
2, (2)

where Zi and Zj are the experimental data values at
xi and xj, respectively, and N�h� is the number of
different pairs �xi, xj� whose distance is h. The vario-
gram is closely related to covariance C�h�, and when
Z�x� is stationary of second order, then ��h� � C�0�
� C�h�. For simplicity, we have assumed that the
quantity with spatial dependence Z�x� is isotropic so
that the spatial correlation depends only on the dis-
tance between locations. When this assumption is not
considered, then the variogram depends on a vector
variable ��h�. We also assume that Z�x� presents a
spatial dependence that can be described as a linear
combination of known functions f0�x�, . . . , fp�x�:

m(x) � E[Z(x)] � �
l�0

p

�lfl(x), (3)

where f0�x� � 1. In an optical image, m�x� may rep-
resent a nonuniform illumination, and when it is con-
sidered (universal kriging), kriging can decrease the
uncertainty in the estimation. If there is not knowl-
edge of such long-range variability (ordinary kriging),
then it can be assumed constant �m�x� � �0�. In ad-
dition to the spatial dependence m�x�, Z�x� presents a
random fluctuation e�x�:

Z(x) � m(x) � e(x), (4)

where E�e� � 0 and its standard deviation is E�e2�
� s. The interpolated value at a given location x is
obtained as a linear combination of the measured
values Zi:

Z(x) � �
i�1

N

�i(x)Zi, (5)

where �i�x� are the weights to be calculated.
Let Z0�x� be the noiseless version of Z�x�. One per-

forms the estimation by minimizing the squared
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mean of the difference:

�2(x) � E{[Z(x) � Z0(x)]2} (6)

where unbiasedness is imposed through Lagrange
multipliers

�
i�0

N

�i(x)fl(x) � 1, l � 0, . . . , p. (7)

One performs minimization of Eq. (6) by deriving
�2�x� with respect to �i�x� and �l and equaling each
derivation to zero. Then a linear system of equations
is obtained from which we can obtain the value of the
�i�x� parameters14:

�T(x) � [� � FHg]T��1, (8)

where T means transpose,

�(x) � [�1(x), . . . , �N(x)],

� � [�(x � x1), . . . , �(x � xN)]T,

f � [f0(x), . . . , fp(x)]T,

[�]i, j � �(xi � xj),

[F]l, j � fl(xj),

H � (FT��1F)�1,

g � (f � FT��1�).

The pixels at the CCD camera are regularly distrib-
uted, xi, j � x0, 0 � �i�x, j�y�. Then � is a symmetric
Toeplitz matrix. Its analytical inversion is a subject of
research, and it has been solved only for a number of
canonical cases.19 Therefore Eq. (8) can be computed
numerically, by use of several optimized tech-
niques.20,21 As a consequence of being a symmetric
matrix, the functions �1�x�, . . . , �N�x� are all the
same except for a shift

�i(x) � 	(x) � 
(x � xi), (9)

where � means convolution, 
�x� is the Dirac-delta
function, and kriging interpolation given by Eq. (5) is
transformed in a convolution process17:

Z(x) � 	(x) � �(x), (10)

where ��x� � �i�1
N 
�x � xi�Zi.

3. Interpolation Uncertainty

One calculates the uncertainty by introducing Eq. (5)
into Eq. (6), which results in

�2(x) � �T��1� � gTHg. (11)

Under this approach, kriging is exact, which means
that the estimation at locations xi at which data are
obtained is exactly the measured value Zi. When
noise is not negligible, an exact fit of the interpolated
values to the experimental data is inconvenient.

It also happens that the uncertainty estimated by
kriging is not coincident with the standard procedure
of uncertainty estimation given by Eq. (1). This can
be seen in the following way: When only one data
value is obtained, it is easy to solve Eq. (11) because
vectors and matrices become numbers, with the re-
sult that the estimated uncertainty for this simple
case22 is �2�x� � 2��x�. It is also known that the value
of the variogram at the origin is equal to the variance
of the random noise,23 ��0� � s2. Therefore the uncer-
tainty estimated by kriging at the location at which
data are performed is ��0� � 	2s. However, with Eq.
(1), this value should be I2 � s2. As a consequence, the
following modifications to kriging equations,

� → �� � � �
�(0)

2 , (12)

�i, j → ��i, j � �i, j � �(0)
i, j � IiIj, (13)

have been performed to filter noise, to include the
resolution of the measuring, and to make the uncer-
tainty estimation by kriging coincident with the case
of experimental data with no spatial dependence,13

where 
i, j is the i Kronecker and Ii is the resolution of
the ith measuring device. Then the uncertainty,
when only one data value has been obtained, is

�1
2(x) � 2�� � 1���i, j

�1 � 2�(x) � �(0) � I0
2, (14)

and the uncertainty at the location of the measuring
device is �1

2�0� � s2 � I0
2, equal to the uncertainty

calculated with Eq. (1) for N � 1.
Now let us see how kriging performs the interpo-

lation and calculates the uncertainty in terms of the
sampling frequency and the other metrological pa-
rameters. As an example, we have simulated a sinu-
soidal signal � f�x� � sin�2x�� with two random
processes:

Zi � f(xi) � p1 � p2, (15)

where p1 is a zero-mean additive Gaussian probabil-
ity distribution with standard deviation s, represent-
ing the random fluctuations of the measured
quantity, and p2 is an additive uniform probability
distribution between ��Ai, Ai�, representing the res-
olution of the measuring devices whose standard de-
viation is Ii � Ai�	3.

In Figs. 1–3 the interpolation and uncertainty are
calculated for three selected cases with different ran-
dom fluctuations and sampling frequencies. When
the sampling frequency v is low, as well as the am-
plitude of the random fluctuations (v � 2.5, s
� 0.001, and I � 0.001), the uncertainty at the sam-
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pling locations is approximately that of the case with
nonspatial dependence [Eq. (1)], � 
 �s2 � I2�1�2

� 0.0014, as it is shown in Fig. 1. Owing to the poor
sampling, the spatial correlation cannot provide in-
formation at locations between the data values and
the uncertainty at these locations increases consid-
erably. On the other hand, when the sampling fre-
quency increases (Fig. 2; v � 30, and the rest of
parameters are the same as those of Fig. 1), the spa-
tial correlation is at work and makes the uncertainty
decrease everywhere, not only where sampling is per-
formed. In Fig. 3 the frequency is also v � 30, but now
the random fluctuations are greater �s � 0.3, I0
� 0.1�. The spatial correlation is still able to decrease
the uncertainty much more than the theoretical non-
spatially correlated value �s2 � I2�1�2 at all locations,
but it is always greater than I.

4. Comparison with Nyquist Criterion

Now that we know how the uncertainty calculated
with kriging behaves when a regular sampling is
performed in some limit cases, we will analyze the
uncertainty in terms of the sampling frequency �, the

random fluctuations s, and the resolution of the mea-
suring devices I. For this, we have simulated the
same process of Eq. (15), and we have defined the
following parameter:

�(�, s�, I�) � max[|�� (x)|]�, s, I, (16)

which is closely related to the signal-to-noise ratio as
a measurement of the interpolation quality. Here � is
the frequency in fringes per period, and the horizon-
tal bar over the parameter means normalization
with respect to the amplitude of the signal
A � �max�|f�x�|� � min�|f�x�|���2 (i.e., s� � s�A).

Among all the possible elections for f�x�, to calcu-
late ���, s�, I� we have chosen the functions f�x�
� sin�2x� for one-dimensional (1D) images and
f�x, y� � sin�2x�sin�2y� for 2D images. This election
is based on the fact that any band-limited function
can be described as a combination of sine functions.
For more general band-limited images with noise, we
approximate that max��� |�x�|�|�, s, I is that of the sine

Fig. 1. (a) Estimation by kriging for a quantity with spatial de-
pendence f�x� � sin�2x� when it is sampled with a frequency v
� 2.5. Solid curve, kriging estimation; dashed curve, noiseless
simulation; dotted curve, error bands; circles, simulated measure-
ments; I, resolution of the measuring devices. Here s � 0.001, I0

� 0.001. (b) Estimated (thick curve) and real (thin curve) uncer-
tainties. We can see that there is a strong fluctuation in uncer-
tainty estimation.

Fig. 2. (a) Estimation by kriging for a quantity with spatial de-
pendence f�x� � sin�2x� when it is sampled with a frequency v
� 30. Solid curve, kriging estimation; dashed curve, noiseless sim-
ulation; dotted curve, error bands; circles, simulated measure-
ments; I, resolution of the measuring devices. The parameters for
the measuring process are s � 0.001, I0 � 0.001. (b) Estimated
(thick curve) and real (thin curve) uncertainties. Now the esti-
mated uncertainty is much lower and does not present fluctua-
tions.
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function whose frequency � is the maximum fre-
quency of the image, without considering noise.

In Fig. 4, ���, s�, I�� is shown for f�x� � sin�2x� and
I� � 0.001. The parameter ���, s�, I�� decreases when
the sampling frequency increases and the random
fluctuations decrease, coinciding with Figs. 1–3. For
frequencies � � 2, the interpolation is not satisfactory
for any value of s�, and ��� � 2, s�� � 0.75. However,
when s� is small, � decreases considerably for frequen-
cies � � 5 (Fig. 5). This decreasing of the uncertainty
with the sampling frequency can be compared with
the Nyquist criterion for the reconstruction of regu-
larly sampled signals. According to such criterion,
when the WKS method is used, the interpolation is
exact for frequencies higher than � � 2, and the
signal cannot be reconstructed at all for lower fre-
quencies. When the kernel obtained with kriging is
used, the transition between good to poor sampling is
not abrupt but smooth. When s� is high, � also de-
creases when the sampling frequency increases but to
a lower rate.

With kriging, 2D images are interpolated in the

same way as 1D signals, because equations for cal-
culating ��x� and ��x� are independent of the dimen-
sion when the variogram is considered isotropic. We
have performed the same process, but now f�x�
� sin�2x�sin�2y� �I� � 0.001�, and the parameter
���, s�, I�� for such a 2D image is shown in Fig. 6. It

Fig. 3. (a) Estimation by kriging of a quantity with spatial de-
pendence f�x� � sin�2x� when it is sampled with a frequency v
� 30. Solid curve, kriging estimation; dashed curve, noiseless sim-
ulation; dotted curve, error bands; circles, simulated measure-
ments; I, resolution of the measuring devices. Here s � 0.3, I0

� 0.1. (b) Estimated (thick curve) and real (thin curve) uncertain-
ties. Owing to the sampling, uncertainty decreases considerably
(approximately 0.15), but it is higher than resolution I0.

Fig. 4. (a) ���, s�, I�� parameter for the 1D signal f�x� � sin�2x�
when it is sampled with different frequencies and random fluctu-
ations. (b) Contour.

Fig. 5. Plot showing how � decreases with the sampling fre-
quency for two values of the random fluctuations: s� � 0.5 (thin
curve) and s� � 0 (thick curve). When s� is small, � decreases
strongly between v � 2 and 5. �arb. u.��1. When s� � 0.5, � de-
creases more gradually. Dashed lines represent the uncertainty for
Nyquist criterion.
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shows results quite similar to that of the 1D image.
There are some differences, though: The estimated
uncertainty is lower for the same values of spatial
correlation and sampling in that there are more data
around a given position x [Fig. 6(b)]. For small values
of s�, the decreasing of � at the interval � � 2–5 is
steeper than for the 1D signal (Fig. 7), which is much
similar to Nyquist criterion.

In this description we have assumed that the res-
olution of the measuring devices is low (although dif-
ferent from 0 because it might cause problems of
stability in the inversion of �� ). When the resolution I
is not negligible, we have numerically found that the
� parameter can be calculated from that of � at I
� 0 by using

�(�, s�, I�) � [� (�, s�, I� � 0)2 � I�2]1�2. (17)

As an example, in Fig. 8, ���, s�, I�� is shown for f�x�
� sin�2x�, for different values of s� and I� (with �
� 50), by use of kriging equations [Eq. (16) and (17)].
As can be observed, the numerical results by use of
both equations ���, s�, I�� are similar.

5. Experimental Results

We have applied kriging to experimental 2D images.
In Fig. 9 we can see a typical image that belongs to
the fringe pattern of a 350-�m defect on a metallic
plate [Fig. 9(a)] by use of the shadow moiré tech-
nique.24 We have calculated the variogram for this
image by using Eq. (2), but we have used only the
data at the diagonal �N � 512� because, when all the
points are considered �512 � 512 � 262, 144�, its
calculation is quite time consuming. The value of the
variogram at the origin is ��0� � 24.0 gray-level (g.l.)
units, and therefore the standard deviation is s
� 	��0� � 4.9 g.l.,23 where the camera resolution I
� 1 g.l. We have calculated 	�x�—Fig. 10—and ��x�
by means of Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively, where we
have used a quadratic model for fl�x� �l � 1, . . . , 5� in
Eq. (3): x, y, x2, y2, xy. The maximum uncertainty
when the interpolation is performed with kriging is
3.23 g.l., and the uncertainty without considering
spatial correlation is �s2 � I2�1�2 � 5.0 g.l. In that
kriging considers the spatial correlation for perform-

Fig. 6. (a) ���, s�, I�� parameter for the 2D image f�x�
� sin�2x�sin�2y� when it is sampled with different frequencies
and random fluctuations. (b) Contour.

Fig. 7. Plot showing how � decreases with sampling frequency for
two values of the random fluctuations: s � 0.5 (thin curve) and s
� 0 (thick curve). When s is small, � decreases strongly between
v � 2 and 5 �arb. u.��1. When s � 0.5, � decreases more gradually.
Dashed lines represent the uncertainty for the Nyquist criterion.

Fig. 8. ���, s�, I�� parameter for several values of s� and I�. Solid
curves are estimated with Eq. (17), and dots are obtained with the
general expression for kriging [Eq. (16)]. The function used to
obtain this result is f�x� � sin�2x�, with a sampling frequency �

� 50.
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ing the interpolation, it is able to decrease the uncer-
tainty when the sampling frequency is high enough.

In Fig. 9(b) the interpolation performed by kriging
is shown, and, in Fig. 9(c), a profile of such interpo-
lation can be seen along with the experimental data.
It is clear that the interpolation does not present
short-range fluctuations, and the uncertainty bands
covers the experimental data quite efficiently.

In some circumstances, there is a need to limit the

maximum uncertainty when the image is interpo-
lated. There are several solutions to adopt, such as to
improve the experimental conditions reducing the
random fluctuations, to change the camera for an-
other with better resolution or, normally the best
option, to increase the sampling frequency by adjust-
ment of the magnification. Because an increase in the
magnification reduces the field of view, a compromise
is required.

A procedure to determine the minimum sampling
frequency so that the interpolation uncertainty esti-
mated with kriging will be lower that a threshold
value is to use the ���, s�, I�� parameter. Let �max be the
maximum uncertainty admitted for an image. Then
���, s�, I�� � �max�A, and, by simply inverting this
equation, � � ��1��max�A, s�, I��, one obtains the mini-
mum sampling frequency. For example, let us have a
2D image whose amplitude A � 2 and s � 0.4 �s�
� 0.2�. If we want to have an uncertainty of ��x�
� 0.1 ��� � 0.05�, and, by looking at Fig. 6(b) (dashed–
dotted lines), we find that the sampling frequency
required is � � 31 samples per period.

Now let us see how accurate is the approximation
of using ���, s�, I�� calculated with the sine function for
the uncertainty calculation of experimental fringes
images. For this, we use the image of Fig. 9. The
mean amplitude of the fringes of Fig. 9(a) is A
� 20 g.l. Thus the normalized noise is s� � 0.24, and
��� � 12, s� � 0.24, I� � 0�  0.15. Therefore the
maximum estimated uncertainty, computed with Eq.
(17), is � � A� �� � 12, s� � 0.24, and I� � 0.05)
� 3.16 g.l., which is in good agreement with the un-
certainty � � 3.23 g.l. calculated with Eq. (11).

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed the properties and
advantages that kriging presents for image process-
ing and noise filtering. When the experimental data
are regularly sampled, kriging interpolation is solved
as a convolution, and the convolution kernel depends
on the metrological parameters, such as the random
fluctuations of the measured quantity, the resolution

Fig. 9. (a) Two-dimensional image obtained with a CCD camera
consisting of the fringe pattern of a 350-�m defect obtained with
the shadow moiré technique. It can be observed that the image
presents noise. (b) Same 2D image of (a) after it was processed with
kriging. (c) Profile of (a) and (b) showing the experimental data
(circles), interpolation (solid curve), and the error bars (dashed
curve).

Fig. 10. Profile of the convolution kernel � for the interpolation of
Fig. 9(a) obtained with Eq. (8). Because we have considered the
quantity to be isotropic, the convolution kernel presents revolution
symmetry.
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of the measuring devices, the sampling frequency,
and the spatial correlation. Kriging provides a
method for calculating the uncertainty at interpola-
tion, which is important when images are used for
optical metrology because it allows us to determine
the error in the estimation of the parameters mea-
sured with the image. We have also seen that the
uncertainty proposed by kriging is lower when the
sampling frequency is increased and when the ran-
dom fluctuations are decreased. The results have
been compared with Nyquist criterion, and a tech-
nique for determining the sampling frequency re-
quired to make the interpolation uncertainty lower
than a threshold value has been proposed.

The authors thank Agustín González-Cano, Juan
Antonio Quiroga, and Jesus Zoido for their help and
fruitful discussions.
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